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Preface
The investigation of mercury pollution at the regional and background level were
initiated in Russia and former Soviet Union (FSU) more than thirty years ago after the
number of evidence and reports on grown Hg application in heavy industry, pesticide
production as well as on its emission due to coal combustion and from non-ferrous
metallurgy. The regional monitoring included the measurements on mercury
contamination of atmospheric air and precipitation, surface waters and soils far from
urban territories and industrial cities. However, the obtained data were not enough and
assured to estimate mercury content in the atmosphere, its deposition and the changes
in atmospheric balance. In spite of luck of information, the estimations of Hg emission
were done as rare experimental studies with help of direct measurements at specific
production enterprises with aims to risk evaluation for worker and habitants of the
surrounds.

Methodology
The study was initiated to get the estimation of mercury emission from fuel combustion,
during the production of non-ferrous metals, cement and caustics based on top-down
approach with particular interests to geographical
distribution over Russia.
The governmental and industrial branch statistics for
several years were used as initial data as well as fuel
type consumption within regions. The set of emission
coefficients were selected with regard to Hg content
in fuel and technologies used. The locations of point
sources (power stations, melting plants, cement and
chemical factories) were identified to prepare grid
emission with cells of 1 x 1 degree. The emission from
fuel burning at the commercial boiler-houses and
individual consumers were prepared for redistribution in accordance with population density
within regions.
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Finally, the total amount of atmospheric Hg emissions
from major sources were estimated as 65 t/year with
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Summary

major contribution of chemical industry (up to 58 %)
and non-ferrous metallurgy (more than 15%). More than
70 % of Hg emissions are located within Russian EMEP
territory, except releases from power plants (hard coal
burning).
Chemical plants (mostly mercury-used caustic soda
production) were estimated to release around 35-38
t/year for 1997 with decreasing later. Commercial and
private heating provided twice more gaseous mercury
release than both power plants and cement industry
but widely spreaded.
In fact, the calculated values are close to estimates
provided by other authors (J.Pacyna, E.Pacyna, 2005).

Uncertainties
The implementation of mercury-used technology for caustic soda production was still
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